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VITA, which inspired the name of the decorative fabric collection, features painterly florals in exuberant colourways. Its design 

originated in a bespoke painting and the artist’s free-flowing style remains evident in its rich, informal pattern. SIBELLA is also 

influenced by an artist’s palette of watercolours, with its textural, impressionistic florals. WALK IN THE PARK, a playful, 

contemporary toile is another highlight. Evoking contemplative Sunday afternoons, the design uses graduations of tones to 

create a soft, characterful look. 

The new Jane Churchill collection combines graphic shapes with bold decorative textiles, 
emphasising colour and pattern. Designs include vibrant prints, delicate embroideries 
and a striking range of handcrafted weaves. This imaginative series of fresh and modern 
patterns offers wide appeal, suiting all styles of interiors.
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Among embroideries, CORBELL has a ‘back to nature’ feel with its delicate 

bunches of hedgerow flowers and leaves, while LISBETH, an elegant small 

blossom on linen, perfectly complements modern-country schemes. TRESCO’s 

interpretation of large leaf silhouettes has a contemporary feel and TAMBOUR’s 

luminous white-tipped leaves offers a sumptuous three-dimensional effect, as 

does the colourful BAMBOO PALM.

A stunning range of handcrafted, kilim-style designs provides a graphic contrast, 

while complementing the florals beautifully. Inspired by a vintage Indian patchwork 

document, IMRI’s printed patch effect features zig-zag hand-stitching, while RANI’s 

combination of stitch and block print in burnt oranges and teals has handcrafted 

appeal. RAE, with it sewn applied tape, suggests graphic simplicity. Inspired by an 

antique kilim embroidered robe, intricate NEISHA has a rustic, tribal feel.
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This season’s weaves offer a bold take, with 

a series of strong supporting graphics. 

TARKA features a distinctive geo pattern 

against bright or inky backgrounds; IRA’s 

bold-hued irregular triangles recreate a 

classic, kilim look; APSLEY’S Ikat-influenced 

stripe is a contemporary, go-to fabric and 

IGGY features a dense, geometric repeat in 

a host of retro brights. MARLA offers a 

stylish small-scale Ikat stripe design in 

strong tones. Completing this rich collection 

is SHELLEY and ROSMAR, featuring a wide 

selection of tactile woven plains in an 

extensive colour palette, from soft neutrals 

to the boldest of brights.

Images of the 2020 collection are available 
to download at janechurchill.com. 

Instagram: @janechurchillfabrics
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